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. NOTICES
*

„t Office is not responsible for any

Sel-eS"; ». use of this

, . This decent has been tranced by con.puter.So the translation may not reflect the ongmal

shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS
[Claim(s)] cpmiconductor chip and abbreviation same size on the surface

Claim 1 ]
Pile up^^^Z^X^l Connect the inner lead and

of a semiconductor chip, and it sucks througn aon
front-face side of a semiconductor

semiconductor chip of a^^^^^^J^ with the front face of an outer

chip is closed by the mould resin so that"J^^S toofin outer lead on the closure

lead. In the semiconductor dev.ee^^^^^S^aA the lhicknCSS by the

resin front face The^^^^^^^Zi front face lower one step than an

£°JS£ an i.er lead may not cross the front

face of an outer lead.
. which also closed the gap between the

SUSS*Tooled when ,his Mta. is piled up on ,he surface of,

semiconductor chip by the mould resin.
he adhes ;ves which

between an inner lead side but between outer lead sides.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *
.

, „„ patent Office is not responsible for any

dirges caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

2"** stows the word which can not be translated.

3
'.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION .

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

Sine technical field to which invention belongs] the semiconductor device with which this

nvenfion used he leadframe - starting - especially, a chip size and abbreviation - .. >s related

witS a thin shape and small semiconductor package structure with the same size

rDescLtion of the Prior Art] Although the LOC (Lead On Chip) structure which can contain the

em^conductor chTp which turned into the comparatively small package on a large scale ,s adopted

rSSSS (Dynamic Random Access Memory) corresponding to the demand of h.gh dens.ty

LTmbly Unpack ge further miniaturized by even chip size level by the increase ,n capacty has

comTto be required Moreover, it is required that the semiconductor package for electronic

eq'pmen sho'u d also be miniaturized more with reduction of sizes, such as a personal^compute

Se personal telephone, and an IC card. And only the area wh.ch a package only has ch.efl>

Sed for also in the \hickness direction of a package rather than ,t ,s asked for th.s

r0003itnv'tionally, the semiconductor device called CSP (Chip^™£ 6̂

«*~«
[ nart oflead on the base of a package as what responds to these requests is proposed (JP.6-

A Spec fical" as shown in drawing 7 , an end face is doubled and the leadframe 22 of

the same size as a semiconductor chip 21 is stuck on wiring side (front face 21a of a

em^cTnductor chip 21 with adhesive* 23. In case it closes by the mould resin 25 after con.ectmg

rerTead £a of a leadframe 22, and a semiconductor chip 21 by the bonding wire 24, the front-

Z of. semiconductor chip 21 is closed by the mould resin 25, and surface 22c of outer lead

22b is exDOsed to surface 25a of ihe mould resin 25. .

[0004]Xugh the bonding wire 24 which connects inner lead 22a and a sem.conduc or chip 2

needs to prepafe a level difference here at a lead from surface 25a of the mould resin 25 made flat-

"aDDed with surface 22c of outer lead 22b so that it may not disturb, in this conventional example

lead 22a is made lower one step than outer lead 22b by carrying out down set processing of

the leadframe 22.

rP?oblem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By it, the miniaturization of a package is not only

SS5i?Ae^ which a package has chiefly by the conventional techno^
but has come to be reflected also in the thickness direction of a package. Ho* e^since it made

to prepare a level difference in a lead by carrying out down set process.ng of h

processing depth beyond lead ** is needed, and the part and package thickness cannot be made

[0006] moreover - although the minimum package can be obtained as the size of a package is the

same as that of a semiconductor chip 1 - dispersion in the size of a semicc>"ductor
.

c^P 1 "
f

time of a mould resin seal a mould there is a possibility that metal mold may damage a part of

semiconductor chip 1 . , u -

[0007] Furthermore, since adhesion fixation of the leadframe to a semiconductor chip

'

performed only by the inner lead side, although the case where fixation in the thickness direchon

by the side of an outer lead was not enough arose on the occasion of a mould resin seal, when

http:/A\-v\-vv4.irdl ipo eo.ip'c.ci-bin'iran web cci_ejje
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fl„tion «- no.J* a nouX resin -cede* ,o » d„ c,c a^»- •
-

hinlv on the surface of the outer lead.
conventional technology

Si The purpose:
of this^^^^^L can make package thickness thinner,

mentioned above and offe lhe "m
'J°

.

he ,;me of a mou id resin seal to offer the

Moreover, the purpose of his m en ion*
t
he

Furthermore the purpose of

ZE&fiS^ to offer tSe semiconductor device which does not need

Egr °n ihe front face °
ran ouler

[0°091 • u d KUml The semiconductor device of this invention piles up the

Means for Solving the Problem! The .enuwMu
Qf a semiconduclor

eadframe of a semiconductor expand abb e at on an
semiconductor chip 0 f a

chip, and sticks it through adhesive*-Connect *e inn ^ chip is closed by lhe

leadframe by the bond.ng w.re and thc fron^Tac

^^^ Jn^
mould resin so that ,tW^'^^^n 0 f an outer lead on the closure resin fron, face

semiconductor device^ ^ an in^er lead is reduced, and one step of inner lead

The thickness by the side of the front face^of an inner ^ connecleQ l0 an

front face is made lower^^ifJ^Xz^Zs, if the thickness of an inner lead is

inner lead may not cross the front fac ofen^ ^^^^^ than an

reduced rather than an outer lead and can o ^ j$ ^ package

outer lead, as compared with the case \snere me

thickness can be made thinner.
_ invention, also closing the gap betw een

[0010] Moreover, in the'^n^.^^^^ton greatly than a semiconductor chip,

he end faces which form the size of^^e^^f? semiconductor chip by the mould

and are formed when a leadframe is piled up on the surface

£j
•

maki the adnesives

resin can prevent breakage of a semiconfee
laced nol only between an innerIF&^^^Z^ ^ mou,d resin to lhe front

face of an outer lead.

°Em dimentsofthe^
Invention is explained in detail using • ojwmgbe^^^^ *

nductor chip 1.

structure which carried the^^^^^S^X^oMrig pad 2 is arranged and a

[0012] Near the center of surface l a *h«* i
the

'

*»™*
•

f lhis semiconductor

semiconductor chip 1 is constituted,V^^^J^Z^in^ lead 4a for connecting with

chip 1 consists of same^^^^^^^^ The attachment by the

a semiconductor chip an » ™
up a semiconductor chip 1 and a leadframe 4, and

semiconductor chip 1 and the leadrrame « piiw,y
.. .

s0 that end-face 1 c of a

is performed through the tape 3 with «doub^^a^1^"^ agreement,

semiconductor chip 1 and 4d of end faces or ^leadfram 4 may be & ^^^ ^

[0013] Instead of having not bent, a leadframe 4 reduces a p ^ Qf jhe

4c)ofouterlead4b. ..
nlatine a %vas performed to the coining

[0014] Thus, the bonding pad 2 allotted near
[^ "^^^"oJe step than surface 4c of

section 5 of inner lead 4a which reduced thickness^^ sec?ion 5 and a

outer lead 4b, and silver plating 6 was performed ] ^^[^"'SJoining section 5 is

semiconductor chip 1 is connected by the bond.ng « ire 9 Since one step oi co g

low, the height of a bonding wire 9 can bef^^^^^i^iconAnx* chip 1 -

[0015] Closure by the mould resin 8 is performed b> the s fac
1

a s

Thickness of the mould resin 8 is made into the same height a surface 4c o o^

although inner lead 4a, a bonding wire 9. etc. are buned and protected

10/01/2003
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4cof outer lead 4b is exposed to Cosure resir
,
sur^A, thistin* i;^J^i^S^"^^bt^^ ana the semiconductor chip , of 4d o f

-^ 'E— — Has prepared rhc leve, difference in ,hc

[0016] Thus, since the const luteo
hc ,eadfranie , lke be fore .

U withcoi^t^ iVintoSc^css which totaled the semiconductor thickness of up.

Moreover, package Sickness_iurn ^ ^^^ processing deplh

^•^33S^^rf«^ -~»- re«uires is re,uired ora '"d

portion, i. can make^^^SSSS'f^ ^ in 0rdtr »
""J*

'

(001 7] In order to manufacture ^.hcd-face 1 c of a semiconductor chip 1 . the

end-face 8b of the mould resin S in agreem ent it

^^^ , , my
leadframe 4 used for a package

^^
s

'f2 '^conductor drip 1 shown with the alternate Ions

be arranged along >v,.h the penpheO o he sem cond o P
^^^ Qf e

and shorr dash
size as the appearance o f a semiconductor

Tmpfan^

[0018] Metal mold cuts the restn dambar 17
^after a

'^^^ wi,h soUJer performs

separately. Here, before'"^'^^^^wL Sa of the mould resin 8

good silver plating 7 to surface 4c of outer lead 4b "Posea ^^
simultaneously with the silver plattng^^ZuMi™** front face of outer lead 4b

^^^^
™e" P

.he package of.^-
)
^^^^^toê ^l b

semiconductor chip 1 such concern^<™'^*£w^Z*y. the size of a leadframe 4

a semiconductor chip 1 . as shown ,nto«a^ ^J; , 7 oflhis ,eadftame 4

- a semtconductor ch.p - a 1ml

-
JargeJo™ g ^ roroed

^Hal^^
[0021] Moreover, if the package structure shown .n dra^U^J™?3wWi double-sided

fixation in the thickness direction by the side
to begin to

adhesives in case the mould of the package ,s earned out
prevent

delete a wraparound and a front face thinly to surface 4c
:

of outerjea 4b. This c p

effectively surroundings to outer lead surface 4c of the mould re 8 b makmg p

with double-sided adhesives with thickness equivalent to the tape 3 w
,

h double sided a

by the side of an inner lead intervene between the sem.condu^
tor chipJI

near
_

he package

periphery, and outer lead 4b, as shown in djawmgi . In addition, of course, it good

structure which combined dj^wingj and dwving4 . . . , ilhouah silver

[0022] Moreover, with the structure of djjwingj d^U .
»d d^yngi

•

a|though^^
plating 7 was performed all over surface 4c of outer lead 4b. if it does so. v

. .. 10/01 '2003
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nm . (PUpr or chnwn in drawing J , uy niflMi»5

ft. silver amount ofeyes increase*,^£S^S££EJ UrTsii™., of

Xroed silver plating.
shea,w of lhe s0,dcr plating 1 6 to

[0023] BDMMJi t°r^AlCeh i means that the process of carry out [ to the front face of

-*?
a'o 4°b

f

°s ea£ g offh' so^r' Uting , which gLs a damage afler a mould to a package

outer lead 4b '
sn

?
aim"»

lrpa ,v this invent ion does not eliminate this.

increases as mennoned al ^XdVbove. the thickness of 0.3mm and a leadframe of

[0024] In the gestalt of this operation descnoea
, „ 0f 0.15mm and a tape with

he thickness of the^^^^^l^^^^ to the inner lead. Moreover,

double-sided adhesives. Moreover ,
0.075mm^* f̂

•

the lhickness of an inner lead

although the -ining metho -as used a« ^ Moreover ,
allhough the tape

3S SKK »* 2 - a— r ch,p -
11

is only good also as adhesives.

I0025 ' • ,c- ..h.w.el difference was prepared in the lead by reducing lhe

Effect of the Invention] Since the le» el d'flerence was
^p p

d h b d ,ead ..
,s

Sckness of an inner lead according to At"""^££ISL2. *y out

not needed like the convent'onal exampl e
wh.*W^e

^oreover .. sinCe the size ofa

down set Posing. Package 'h"^tntX.or chip - a mould - .he injury on

be prevented, and surface shaving is not required.

[Translation done.]
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fDrawingJ]

4C

[Drawing 21

[Drawing 31

[Drawing 41

11 P.

'Drawing 51

1S «*

1

(Drawing 6 ]
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9-92775

Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei.ei 9-92775

[TITLE OF THE INVENTION)

Semiconductor Device

[CLAIMS)

1. A semiconductor device including a semiconductor
chip, a lead frame having a sire substantially equal to
that of the semiconductor chip, the lead frame being bonded
to a surface of the semiconductor chip by an adhesive layer
interposed therebetween under the condition in which the
lead frame is overlapped with the semiconductor chip,
bonding wires adapted to bond inner leads included in the
lead frame to the semiconductor chip, and a resin
encapsulate adapted to encapsulate a region toward the
surface of the semiconductor chip in such a fashion that it
has a surface flush with a surface of each of outer leads
included in the lead frame to expose the surface of the
outer lead at the surface of the resin encapsulate, wherein
each of the inner leads has a reduced thickness at a
surface thereof in such a fashion that the bonding wire
connected to the inner lead does not extend beyond the
surface of an associated one of the outer leads, whereby
the surface of the inner lead is lower than the surface of
the outer lead by one step.

1



$-92775

2. The semiconductor device in accordance with claim
1. wherein the size of the lead frame is slightly larger
than that of the semiconductor chip, and the resin
encapsulate fills a gap defined betwefin correfiponding ^
surfaces of the semiconductor chip and the lead frame when
the lead frame is laid on the surface of the semiconductor
chip in an overlapped state.

3. The semiconductor device in accordance with claim
1 or 2, wherein the adhesive layer is disposed not only at
* region where the inner leads are arranged, but also at a
region where the outer leads are arranged.

(DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION)

[FIELD OF THE INVENTION

J

The present invention relates to a semiconductor
device using a lead frame, and more particularly to a
semiconductor package having a thin and compact structure
substantially eo.al i„ ei2e to a semiconductor chip
packaged therein.

(DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART]

^
in DRXMs (Dynamic Random Access Memories, having a

•
large capacity, an LOC (Lead On Chip, structure is mainlv

15
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used which is capable cf allowing a semiconductor chip
having a large size to be packaged in a relatively small
package, in order to meet a requirement of high-density
mounting. However, the recent demand of an increased

5 capacity has resulted in a requirement of compact
semiconductor packages having a size reduced to a chip size
level. Similarly, semiconductor packages for electronic
appliances such as facsimile machines, personal computers.
IC cards, and the like has been required to have a more

10 compact structure in pace with the recent trend of those
electronic appliances toward a compactness. Furthermore,
such a compactness of a semiconductor package have been
required with regard to not only the area occupied by the
semiconductor package, but also the thickness of the

15 semiconductor package.

In order to meet such requirements, a semiconductor
device has been proposed which is called a «CSP (Chip Scale
Package)" (Japanese Patent Laid-open Publication No. Heisei

•:. 6-132453). m 8uch a csp packagef ^ partiany
>° exposed at the lower surface of the package. Referring to

F>9. 7 illustrating a detailed structure of this CSP
Package, a lead fra.e 22 having che size as that of a
semiconductor chip 21 is bonded rooonaeo to the wiring surface of
the semiconductor chip 21 m...*P «. that is. the surface 21a. i n

* ..such a fashion that their corrp en^'correspond ng edges are aligned

3



0

»"h each other. * M.ne of „ adhesive 2j ijmer^M. of the a..d frame 2J „, connected ^ Mmiconducto_
chip ai by TOan. o£ wirM a< ;n ^ ^
enc.P.ul.ti„3 prec.ee i. csrried ouc usi„g , ^» in chi. .ne.p.uLtin, pcoce.e. th. .emicond„ctor chip« i. .ne.p.uLt.0 * the TOldi„9 reein 25 ^ ^
tcwecd it. eurf.ce thereby Mueing ^ ^
•ech outer !..<, aa to be expoMd ^ surfece ^ ^
molding resin 25.

in thi. c... lt ls necessary co a #Led .cloture in order „ prevant ^ ^ ^"rvi„9 to connect th. inner leads „. „ ^ ..^^
ch,p » £rom being pretruded f_ surface e£
resin 25 flush with1 witn the surfaces 22e of +c of the outer leads"h. IO thi. .nd . iB tMs conv,ntional exsmpie

_

.;r.

"

18 subjected to
•

d°™- s«"^ ~. ~ <h.teach inner lead 22a is lower10Wer than an associated one of theouter leads 22c by one step.

'SUBJECT » SOLVED BV THE INVENTIONJ

cechnil"

"COrdanCe ab°Ve menti°ned—technique, compactness of a seffi5>ft ^

achieved • w
semiconductor package can beachieved with regard to not only , hm .

mmm .

niy che area occupied by thesemiconductor package, but also the th - „so the thickness of thesemiconductor package. „oweve . since-. since this technique
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provides a stepped lead structure by down-setting the lead

frame, it requires a machining depth exceeding the lead

thickness. For this reason, it is impossible to produce a

package having a thickness less than the machining depth.

Where the semiconductor chip 1 has the same size as

that of a package to be produced, the package may have a

minimized size. However, if the semiconductor chip l has a

non-uniform size, it may be damaged by a mold during an

encapsulating process using the molding resin.

Furthermore, the lead frame may be in a state

insufficiently fixed in a thickness direction at its

portion near the outer leads during the encapsulating

process because the bonding and fixing of the lead frame to

the semiconductor chip is achieved at a portion of the lead

frame near the inner leads. As a result, the molding resin
may spread in the form of a thin film on the outer lead

surface. m this case, it is necessary to shave off the

resin film coated on the outer lead surface.

An object of the invention is to solve the above

mentioned problems involved in the prior art, and to

provide a semiconductor device having a reduced package

thickness. Another object of the invention is to provide a

semiconductor device having a structure capable of

preventing its semiconductor chip from being damaged during
an encapsulating process using a molding resin. Another

5
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object of the invention is to provide . semiconductor
device neving . structure capable of eliminating
retirement for it. outer Led surf.ce to be shaved off
after an encapsulating process.

.(MEANS FOR SOLVING THE SUBJECT MATTERS]

The present invention provide, a semiconductor device
including a semiconductor chip, a l.ad frame having . site
.ub.tanti.lly egu.1 to that of the semiconductor chip. che
lead frame being bonded to a surface of the semiconductor
chip by .„ sdhesive layer interposed therebetween under the
condition in which the lead frame is overlapped with the
..miconductor chip, bonding „ires adapted to bond inner
lead, included in the lead frame to the semiconductor chip,
•nd . resin encapsulate adapted to encapsulate . region
toward the surface of the semiconductor chip i„ .uch .
fehion that it ha. a surface flush with a surf.ce o, each
of outer lead, inoluded in the lead frame to' expose the

•
-f.ee of the outer le.d at the surface of the resin
e»cp.ul.te. .herein Mch Q[ the inner ie6dj ^
thickness at a surface thereof i„ such a f.sh i on that the
bonding wire connected to the inn., i ^ ^tne inner lead does not extend
beyond the surface of an associated n , ,uciate° one the outer leads,
whereby the surface of the inn., - ,"e lnner le^d is lower than the
surface of the outer lead by one step.

6
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In the semiconductor device of the present
invention, the size of the lead frame may be slightly
larger than that of the semiconductor chip. in this case,
the resin encapsulate fills a gap defined between
corresponding end surfaces of the semiconductor chip and
the lead frame when the lead frame is laid on the surface
of the semiconductor chip i„ an overlapped state.
Accordingly, it is possible to effectively prevent the
semiconductor chip from being damaged. The adhesive layer
may be disposed not only at a region where the inner leads
are arranged, but also at a region where the outer leads
are arranged. 1„ this ca8e , u pos6ible ^ ^
molding resin from spreading on the outer lead surface.

(PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTIONJ

Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present
invention will be described in detail in conjunction with
the annexed drawings. Fig. ! i8 a cross-sectional view
illustrating a CSP structure in which a lead frame < having
the same size of a semiconductor chip ! is bonded to the
semiconductor chip l.

The semiconductor chin i < ~ - ^ ,cmp i iS provided at its wiring
surface, namely, a surface la wirK k~ ^

•

Wit *> bonding pads 2. These
bonding pads 2 are arranaed < n -w ...anged m the vicinity of the central
Portion of the surface i a tk. i *The lead frame 4, which is
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attached to the surface la of the semiconductor chip 1. has
the same si 2e as that of the semiconductor chip i. The
lead frame 4 includes inner leads 4a adapted to come into
contact with the semiconductor chip a, and outer leads 4b
each serving as an external terminal. The ettachment
between the semiconductor chip i and lead frame 4 is
achieved by overlapping the semiconductor chip 1 and lead
frame 4 with each other in such a fashion that each end
surface 1c of the semiconductor chip i is aligned with a„
associated one of end surfaces 4d of the lead frame 4, and
interposing a double-sided adhesive tape 3 between the
overlapped semiconductor chip 1 and lead frame 4.

The lead frame 4 has a structure not bent, but having
a reduced thickness at a desired portion thereof. That is
each inner lead 4a has a coining portion 5 having a
chiOcness less than that of an associated one of the outer
leads 4b. The coining portion £ is fermed ^ coining ^-face of the inner lead 4a opposite to the bonding
-rface of the inner lead 4a. that is, a surface 4c.
Accordingly, bonding wires s, which connect the inner leads
<- to bonding pads 2 of the serniconductor ^ i
respectively, have a height lower than a surface of each
outer lead 4b opposite to the bonding surface of the outer
lead 4b. that is. the surface 4c.

For the coining portion *s portion 5 of each inner lead 4ft

8
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0

arran9ed at . w w than ^^ <= ^ ^
associated out er i..d <b ^ virtue of ^^
thiOcnes. reduction, a .ilver pl.tin9 procasJ
to ft*. . tilver pl.„„9 tUm ,. rae eoini„9 §
forced with the silv.r pl.cin9 fUlM , .« c<JImecced ^
the bo„di„9 pad, * «r.n9ed Mar the c

.

Mtr>i portion of ^
semiconductor chip l by of bonding ^ f
respective!,. since each ceinin9 § ^ ^ ^^ ^
• level iower than the surface 4c o£ the associated outer
lead «b by one step, the associated b=ndi„9 wire 9 can b.
controlled to have a k fi ; rtk. ,6 a hei9hc Iower than the surface <c of
the outer lead 4b.

An encapsuLtin, process using a TOldin9 reti„
conducted at a r.9ion coward the surface i. of the
semiconductor chip ». chereby f_ing ,^ ^^^^
'• thiCk""S °£ *"*» —P-l.t. . is deternined
.n s„ h . £ashlon chat ^ resin ^ ^ ^with the surface. <c of the outer Lad. <b . t it.^ea

- The inner leads 4a -n* k •<a and bonding wires 9 are
-c.psui.ted by th. resin encapsulate , so ^
P-ected. ». surfices <c of ^ ^
exposed ac the surface 8a of the resintne resan encapsulate 8. inorder to reduce the area of the r>«,-i,P Ck89e While "d"cing thethickness of the package. the ^ cfte resan encapsulate 8 isPrevented from extending beyond ea«-hr each end surface 4d of the



lead frame 4. each end surface ic of the semiconductor chip
1C and the surface lb of the semiconductor chip i.

Since the semiconductor package configured as
mentioned above has a stepped lead structure formed using a
coining process, it is unnecessary for its lead frame to be
down-set. The semiconductor package has a thickness
corresponding to the sum of the thickness of the
semiconductor chip, the thickness of the double-sided
adhesive tape, and the thickness of one lead sheet. The
thickness of the semiconductor package can be minimized
because the lead portion e£ the semiconductor
involves no machining depth, corresponding to at least two
times the lead thickness, required in a down-set structure.

in the fabrication of the above mentioned
semiconductor package, the lead frame < used to fabricate
the semiconductor package is arranged with respect to the
semiconductor chip > in fiuch a fashion ^ ^^ ^
-ars 17 extend along the peripheral edges" of the
semiconductor chip > indicated by detted^ ^ ^ ^
*o as to align each end surface fib of t h."ce Bb of the resin encapsulate
8 with the associated end surface v „wsu.race lc of the semiconductor
=»ip 1- The TOld used in the f,bricatlon ef

p.ck.9e has . si2e subscantiany aqysi co
sa2« of the semiconductor chin 1 tv,-p *• Tne resin encapsulate 8is molded only at a region toward fh. ,toward the surface la of the

10
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semiconductor chip 1 while being prevented fro. spreading,
on the surface lb of the semiconductor chip i. Each resin •

dam bar 17 is cut along the associated end surface 4d of
the lead frame 4.

After molding, the resin dam b.r6 17 „. cut ^ ^
-Id. thereby achieving . separation of th, <a >nd
<b. « is desirable th.t. prior to the cutting of th.
r..in d.m bar. 17. . tilver pl«lng f , ^^
flowability o£ aold„ ferMd on sur£aces ^ ^ ^
outer Lads <b e)tpo6ed „ the eurface 8s ^ ^ rMin
enc.psulate .. The formation of the silver plating file, ,
"»y be conducted simultan.ou.ly with the formation of th.
«lv.r plating £il„ e en t„e

g ^ ^
inner l.ads ... In this c.s.. it is unn.cess.ry to conduct
•n external solder plating process for th. surfaces of th.
cuter leads ,„. Accordingly, it is possible to reduce th,
"St.. Mso. there is an advantage in that th,^ of
pro vhieh My d.M9t p>ckt9e ;ftcr ^
completion of the molding process, is reduced.

in accordance with the fabrication method according
t= the present invention, it is possible to use th.
fabrication process for UK fr „d ^ rejin
"doing process sssoci.ted therewith ss they ar. or while
P.rti.lly eliminating them. Therefore, it is possible to**— • pachag. having . more compact and thinner

11
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structure while being equivalent in costs, as compared to
conventional molded packages.

In the semiconductor package structure shown in Fig.

1. however, if the semiconductor chip 1 has a deviation in
sire, the mold may then damage a part of the semiconductor
chip 1. This is because the package 'has the same size as
the semiconductor chip i .t its molding region. Such a
problem can be eliminated by setting the molding region to

• have a size slightly larger than that of the semiconductor
chip 1. „here the lead frame 4 is fabricated to have a
size slightly larger than that of the semiconductor chip 1,
and the mold is constructed to have a size corresponding to
a region defined by the resin dam bars 17 defining the
slightly increased size of the lead frame 4, the mold does
not come into contact with the end surfaces ic of the
semiconductor chip i even when the semiconductor chip l has
a deviation in size. Accordingly, it is possible to
prevent the semiconductor chip i from being -damaged.
Although there is a gap o defined between each end surface
«d of the lead frame 4 and the associated end surface Ic of
the semiconductor chip i. this gap G ig fm#<| ^ ^
Elding resin 11 during the formation of the resin
encapsulate 8. Thus. the

'
cne end surfaces lc of the

semiconductor chip l are protects vr protected by the mold resin 11
after the formation of the resin encapsulate 8.

12
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Furthermore, in the semiconductor package structure
shown in PigS . x and 3 , if the lea<J framg ^ ^ ^ ^
insufficiently fixed in a thickness direction at its
portion near the outer leads 4b by the double-sided
adhesive tape. 3 arranged at the inner lead region during
the encapsulating process, the molding resin may spread in
the form of a thin film on the surface 4c of the outer
leads 4b. i„ this case, it is necessary to shave off the
resin film coated on the surface 4c. The phenomenon of the
molding resin spreading on the ou.er lead surface 4c can be
effectively prevented by interposing a double-sided
adhesive tape 13 having the same thickness as the double-
sided adhesive tape 3 between the semiconductor chip and
the outer leads 4b in the vicinity of the periphery of the
package. A combination of the structures shown in Figs. 3
and 4 may also be used.

Although the silver plating film 7 is formed over the
entire portion of the surface 4c of each outer lead 4b in
the structure of Fig. lt 3 or «, tftis My inevitably reBult
in an increase in costs because of an increase in the
amount of silver used. However i-k-wowever, the amount of silver used
can be reduced by reducino th*»7 saucing the area coated with the silver
plating film, as indicated bv rho° °y che reference numeral 14 in
Fi9* 5. in this case, there < o atnere is an advantage in regard to
costs. The reference nume-ai c ^"ume.al 15 denotes an area plated

13



with no silver plating film.

Fig.
6 illustrates an example i„ which a solder

Plating film l6 ie formed on thft 6urface ^ ^ ^^
lead 4b. as described above, the formation of the solder
Plating mm on the eurface of ^ outer^ ^
involves an increase in the number of processes damagin9
the package, of course, this is not avoided in the present
invention.

in the above mentioned embodiment of the present
invention, a semiconductor chip was used which has a
thickness of 0.3 mm. The lead frame used has a thickness
of 0.15 mm. Also, the double-sided adhesive tape has a
total thickness of 0.05 mm. The inner leads were subjected
to a coining process to have coining portions having a
thickness of 0.075 mm. Although the coining process was
used as a method for reducing the thickness of the inner
leads, a half-etching process may be used. Although the
double-sided adhesive tape was used as a means for
attaching the semiconductor chip to the lead frame, an
adhesive may be simply used.

(EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION]

lead sJru^S^r^edVa^ '~°n
'

*
of each inner lead AccordiLL

reductlon *n the thickness
« machining depth exceed^ Sj^*! It

"pessary to give
machining depth is required In\ll t

thlckness
- Such aequirea in the conventional method in

14
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produce a semiconductor packaae hl^t
±B *OB8ii>l* to

of the semiconductor chip in ZeJUS Y lar9er than that-
invention, it s B possible^ S If?

ordance »*th the present
semiconductor chi^rcm LiL 5£f Prevenc

Moreover, it i«
dama9ed the mold,

from spreading'on tne surfaces S PTVWlt the moldi«9 resin
the adhesive fdapteS to^onS the lea*'

leads
of the semiconductor chip It llL !»f,f

to the «"rface
leads. Accordingly, it ?a ZrZllL

applled to the outer
'

outer lead surfaces!
^necessary to shave off the

15
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